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QUESTION NO: 1

What is the aim of the activity 'assessing the test basis'?

A. to determine the risk of the various system components 

B. to select the most suitable test design techniques 

C. to determine whether the delivered system components can be tested in a useful manner 

D. to establish the testability of the test basis 

ANSWER: D 

QUESTION NO: 2

See the specification below: 

How many logical test cases can be generated if a semantic test using the coverage type decision points modified 
condition/decision coverage is used?

A. 1 

B. 2 

C. 3 

D. 4 

ANSWER: C 

QUESTION NO: 3

What is recorded in a test plan?

A. the initial situation, action and predicted result 

B. the test situations to be tested 
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C. the division into test units and the test techniques to be used 

D. a stepped plan for the test execution 

ANSWER: C 

QUESTION NO: 4

A fun park is celebrating its 25th birthday and has come up with the following discount campaign: 

Everybody is given 50% discount on their admission ticket. Children younger than 4 years, adults older than 64 years, and 
for this special occasion adults aged 25 years will be allowed in free. 

How many equivalence classes are included in this situation?

A. 3 

B. 4 

C. 5 

ANSWER: C 

QUESTION NO: 5

See the specification below in which a decision point is described: 

R = (D OR E) AND F 

Use of the coverage type decision points modified condition/decision coverage produces the following table with test 
situations: 

Which values are missing where the dots are stated (? to make the table complete?

A. 010 

B. 011 
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C. 110 

D. 111 

ANSWER: B 

QUESTION NO: 6

Which type of tool is used in the Execution phase to test a module or component that has a relationship with programs that 
have not yet been realized?

A. code coverage tool 

B. comparator 

C. 'model-based testing' tool 

D. stubs and drivers 

ANSWER: D 

QUESTION NO: 7

What is not a general step when specifying test cases?

A. allocating the test techniques 

B. identifying test situations 

C. creating the test script 

D. establishing the starting point 

ANSWER: A 

QUESTION NO: 8

Drivers can be used in the Execution phase of a test process. What are drivers for?

A. to test, at an early stage, a module that has relationships with modules not yet realized 

B. to gain insight into aspects like memory use, CPU use, network load and performance C. to determine whether the 
system continues to function correctly and at the required speeds under the expected production load 
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ANSWER: A 

QUESTION NO: 9

When customer data is entered, it is mandatory to specify an e-mail address. Which test design technique can be used to 
test the above?

A. Data Cycle Test 

B. Process Cycle Test 

C. Syntactic Test 

ANSWER: C 

QUESTION NO: 10

What is not an advantage of applying a test design technique and recording it in the test specifications?

A. that the tests are reproducible 

B. that the test specifications are transferable 

C. that coverage of 100% is achieved 

D. that it provides a justified elaboration of the test strategy 

ANSWER: C 
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